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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Stripy’s catnappers located, but she isn’t with them! 

	 Late last night, after a tiring search, a team of rescuers found a device 
that one of Stripy’s catnappers must have been using. The device was found 
in a ditch where the catnappers must have made camp, and there was 
evidence of bags of money sitting around in the dirt. A team of expert 
trackers tracked the scent of the device to the catnappers’ new camp, and 
then attacked. The catnappers stood no chance against the axes and 
shovels, so they backed down and asked what the rescuers wanted to know.


This could turn into a war... 1
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	 Mavis asked, “where is Stripy, the cat 
you catnapped! We want her back!”


	 The catnapper replied slyly, “you mean 
that cat? Well, my memory is not so good.” 
Mavis steps threateningly forward with her 
shovel, so the catnapper continues, “we sold her 
to some bandits who looked for pristine, pretty 
cats who would make good servants. Servants 
for the king, Lemon.”


	 Mavis dropped everything she was 
holding, as well as everybody else. Then, she 
made a dash for her tricycle. “Naya and our 
kittens are not safe!” Mavis called as she rode 
off into the night. The catnappers tried to make a 
move, but the other cats moved forward to tie 
them up. The catnappers went with it, and they 
were loaded into the trailer while 3 motorcycles 
struggled to haul the trailer down the road. 
Maybe Mavis should have stayed. 


	 Soon enough though, Mavis had spread 
word of Lemon’s treachery to the city. She said 
that “he took my sister to be a servant! And she 
is raising kits!” This message was a powerful one, and it spoke to many cats, 
including Harvey who was too stunned to speak when he heard about what 
Lemon was doing. Harvey shut himself in his room and canceled all the 

therapy sessions that he would give for the 
next 2 days. Poor Harvey, it must be horrible to 
know that your brother is catnapping your niece 
to make her a servant. 


	 Mavis is organizing a march on the 
capital city of the cats, Meowsinburg. If Lemon 
can’t listen to reason, he’ll listen to the sound of 
his palace being torn apart. He can’t just 
catnap cats to make them work for him, it just 
isn’t right. Mavis is making sure that this 
mission is stealthy, because Lemon’s imperial 

guards are trained in martial arts. Do Mavis and her cats stand a chance?


	 Subscribe again to find out everything!
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“Lemon deserves 
life in prison for 
what he has 
made Harvey 
feel like! 

 - NORTH, WHO DEEPLY CARES 
FOR HOW HARVEY FEELS. 
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